SB-2000: SONIC DYNAMITE: QUICK, CLEAN EXPLOSIVE BASS IN A COMPACT 14.6” CABINET

The SB-2000, this compact package erupts with power. As a 2000 Series subwoofer, it's part of the recent expansion of the SVS line up. Inspired by the design philosophy behind the Ultra series, it has been rigorously engineered and exhaustively tested. It has earned its SVS stripes by delivering astonishing performance at its price point. With 1100 watts peak power, it detonates waves of slam and impact that put you at the epicenter of the action-movie nirvana. Musically, the optimized pairing of STA-500D Sledge amplifier and all-new driver deliver deep, clean and lightning fast bass. Percussion and bass lines are rendered with subtlety and nuance that expand and deepen the soundstage.

SPECIFICATION

» New SVS 12” 2000-series driver
» New Sledge STA-500D DSP amplifier, 500 watts RMS (1100 watts peak dynamic)
» Premium Black Ash and Piano Gloss Black finish options
» Protective non-resonant steel mesh grille
» Rigid and braced MDF cabinet
» 19-220 Hz ±3 dB
» Dims: 14.2” (H) x 14.2” (W) x 14.2”(D)
» Weight: 35 pounds

PREMIUM FINISH, MODERN STYLING, VERSATILE PLACEMENT OPTIONS, EASY ROOM INTEGRATION

Taking design cues from its popular Ultra siblings, the SB-2000 has a clean, modern look. Its handsome radius corners, premium black grain finish and metal grille are elegant touches that go with any décor. With dimensions under 14.6” or under on all sides, and weight of 35 pounds, it is easy to integrate into any living space.

SVS 12” HIGH OUTPUT DRIVER

Designed from scratch—and optimized to through exhaustive testing until it delivered unprecedented performance we were after—the all new 2000-series driver does us proud.

» FEA-optimized motor technology for low distortion.
» Heavy-duty 2” voice coil for extreme power handling.
» Upgraded Nomex spider for improved linearity and driver control at extreme drive levels.

NEW SLEDGE AMPLIFIER STA-500D: PRECISE, FLEXIBLE, POWERFUL

» 500 watts RMS continuous (1100 watts peak dynamic), Class D power with ‘green’ (<0.5 watts consumption) standby mode.
» DSP control for accurate response and refined behavior under all operating conditions.
» Stereo line-level RCA Input & 80Hz High Pass Filtered Output connections.
» 3-12V trigger with 1/8” (3.5 mm) TRS mini-jack input.
» Continuously variable low pass filter frequency with disable/LFE setting.
» Continuously variable volume and phase controls.

“The SVS SB-2000's one of the tightest, punchiest, most precise-sounding subs I've ever heard.”

Brent Butterworth, About.com